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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS

Maturation of Single Retinogeniculate Projections Visualized by In vivo 
Electroporation of Fluorescent Proteins

by

Ethan Wei Hua

Master of Science in Biology

University of California, San Diego, 2008

Professor Yimin Zou, Chair
Professor Marla B. Feller, Co-chair

 The targeting and refinement of retinal projections to their primary targets 

in the brain has served as a model system to study the formation of sensory 

maps.  Prior to the development of vision, immature retinas spontaneously 

generate correlated activity, called retinal waves, that has been demonstrated to 

play a critical role in map formation.  However, these previous studies were 

based on anatomical techniques that labeled large clusters of retinal ganglion cell 

(RGC) axons.  To gain further insights into the mechanisms that  govern map 

formation, it is critical to visualize the normal development of individual retinal 

ganglion cell axons.  Here, single-cell in vivo electroporation was used to 
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transfect individual RGCs with DNA encoding the fluorescent protein GFP.  In 

initial studies, I used this technique to determine the projection of individual 

RGCs in the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN) of the thalamus.  In wild-

type mice, single RGC axons branch several arbors at multiple points into the 

dLGN and these individual axonal branches increase in length and complexity 

over the first two postnatal weeks.  In transgenic mice that lack normal retinal 

waves, single RGC termination zones were qualitatively larger and more diffuse 

than in wild-type mice.  These findings suggest that correlated retinal activity is 

required for normal refinement of single retinogeniculate projections into compact 

termination zones that underlie organization of visual maps.
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Chapter 1: Overview of Retinotopic and Eye-specific Refinement

1.1 Introduction 

 The brain contains highly ordered circuitry in which sensory inputs are 

organized into maps that represent different features of sensory space.  Two 

model systems used to study the maturation of these features maps are the 

retinotopic maps formed by retinal projections to the superior colliculus (SC), and 

the eye-specific maps formed by retinal projections to the dorsal lateral 

geniculate nucleus (dLGN) of the thalamus.  These feature maps develop 

through a refinement process in which incorrectly targeted connections are 

weakened and eliminated and correctly targeted connections are strengthened 

and maintained (Katz and Shatz, 1996). 

 In the primary visual system, axonal connections are organized into an 

orderly map to convey information about the positions of stimuli in the visual 

world.  In mice, neighboring retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) in the retina project to 

neighboring cells in target areas in the brain, thereby forming retinotopic maps of 

the visual world in the superior colliculus (SC) and dorsal lateral geniculate 

nucleus of the thalamus (dLGN).  In the SC, the nasal-temporal axis of the retina 

maps to the posterior-anterior axis of the SC, and the dorsal-ventral axis of the 

retina maps along the lateral-medial axis of the SC (Fig. 1).  In the dLGN, the 

nasal-temporal axis of the retina maps to the dorsal-ventral axis of the dLGN and 

the dorsal-ventral axis of the retina maps to the lateral-medial axis of the dLGN 

(Fig. 1).
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 While many hypotheses have been proposed to elucidate the mechanisms 

governing this refinement process, one hypothesis is dominant: guidance cues 

mediate initial map development while neural activity is required for the 

refinement of these feature maps.  Support for this hypothesis is found in classic 

studies performed in the 1960s.  Studying the amphibian retinotectal system, 

Roger Sperry developed the chemoaffinity hypothesis: the formation of orderly 

connections between they eye and brain is guided by molecular cues (Sperry, 

1963).  Shortly afterwards, working in the cat retinogeniculate pathway, David 

Hubel and Torsten Wiesel showed the importance of early visual experience for 

plasticity of visual circuits (Wisel and Hubel 1963, 1965a,b).  Together, Sperry, 

Wiesel, and Hubel demonstrated the remarkable degree of anatomical and 

functional precision in the visual pathway before the onset of vision.  Since then, 

recent results have supported the idea that “innate cues” such as  guidance 

molecules mediate initial map development while neural activity is needed for 

further refinement and proper maturation of visual pathways.

 Many studies have demonstrated that retinotopic maps develop through a 

process of refinement.  In mice, RGC axons initially innervate the SC and 

overshoot their correct termination zones.  A precise retinotopic map gradually 

matures as RGCs arborize branches in appropriate target locations while 

overshooting and inappropriately located axons degenerate (reviewed in 

Mclaughlin and Oʼleary, 2005).  This retinotopic refinement process occurs before 

the onset of of vision.
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 In the LGN in mammals, RGC axons from the two eyes are initially 

intermixed and are segregated into separate, minimally overlapping layers called 

eye-specific layers.  Eye-specific layers vary in structure depending on species.  

In carnivores, these layers are anatomically defined by a cell-sparse region that 

divides the LGN into two regions: LGN neurons that synapse with ipsilaterally 

projecting axons and LGN neurons that synapse with contralaterally projecting 

axons.  In mice and rats, however, there are no cell-sparse regions separating 

the LGN into regions of ipsilaterally and contralaterally projecting axons.  Layers 

are defined by the retinal projections that exclusively innervate those LGN cells.

 Like the maturation of retinotopic maps, the segregation of retinal 

projections into eye-specific layers is a process of refinement occurring prior to 

visual experience.  In a landmark study, Godement et al.,1984 described the 

formation of eye-specific layers in the dLGN in mice.  Mice aged between p0 and 

p17 were intraocularly injected with horseradish peroxidase and sacrificed at 

several developmental time points.  During the first two postnatal days, an early 

population of ipsilateral fibers innervated the dLGN around the dorsal-medial 

sector of the dLGN, which is the future ipsilateral monocular region.  By p3, the 

ipsilateral fibers established a dense territory along the medial and dorsal 

borders of the dLGN.  This ipsilateral territory overlaps part of the contralateral 

projections, which at this age occupies the entirety of the dLGN.  At p4, the 

segregation of each projection begins as contralateral fibers retract from the 

future ipsilateral monocular region and the ipsilateral fibers increase in density.  
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This process of retraction and arborization yields in the segregation of projections 

from each eye into separate layers within the dLGN by p12 (Fig. 2).

1.2 Retinal Waves

 While the refinement of retinotopic and eye-specific maps occur before the 

onset of vision, they are coincident with retinal waves.  During retinal waves, 

retinal ganglion cells spontaneously fire correlated bursts of action potentials that 

propagate across the developing retina.  Extracellular recordings demonstrate 

that individual retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) fire 2-3 second long bursts of action 

potentials approximately once every minute (Galli and Maffei, 1988; Grzywacz 

and Sernagor, 2000; Meister et al.,1991).  Calcium imaging reveals that retinal 

waves initiate in random locations and propagate across finite regions of the 

retina called domains (Feller et al., 1996).  These domains can range from 200 

microns squared to over 1 millimeter squared.  Furthermore, calcium imaging 

was used to demonstrate existence of a refractory period: after a wave has 

propagated through a domain, a second wave cannot enter that domain until a 

minimum period of time has passed (Bansal et al., 2000; Feller et al., 1996,1997; 

Syed et al., 2004).

 Retinal waves have been found in a number of different species, including 

turtles, chicken, mice, ferrets, and monkeys (Warland et al. 2006, Wong 1999).  

The circuits that generate retinal waves have been divided into three distinct 

stages based upon the mechanisms that generate waves and are remarkably 

similar across species (Firth el al.2005, Sernagor et al. 2001, Wong 1999).  In 
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mice, emerging before birth, stage I retinal waves occur prior to the formation of 

conventional synapses and are mediated by gap junctions (Bansal et al. 2000, 

Syed et al. 2004).  Stage II retinal waves emerge around the time of birth and are 

mediated by acetylcholine (Zheng et al., 2004). Around P10-P12, stage III retinal 

waves emerge with the maturation of bipolar cell terminals and are mediated by 

glutamate (Bansal et al., 2000; Wong et al., 1998; Zhou and Zhao, 2000). 

 Emerging around the time of birth in mice and ferret, stage II retinal waves 

require cholinergic synaptic transmission for wave generation and are coincident 

with retinotopic and eye-specific refinement.  Stage II waves are driven by 

acetylcholine released exclusively from starburst amacrine cells (SACs).  SACs 

release acetylcholine, depolarizing both RGCs and neighboring SACs, which 

leads to wave propagation (Zheng et al., 2004).  Acute application of nicotinic 

acetylcholine receptor antagonists block stage II retinal waves (Feller et al., 

1996).  Stage II waves occur every 1-2 minutes.  Many studies have manipulated 

stage II retinal waves to gain unique insights into retinal projection refinement.  

Specific manipulations of stage II waves and their impact on map refinement will 

be discussed in later sections.

 1.3 Role of Neural Activity in the Formation of Retinotopic Maps

 In mammals, neural activity is necessary for the refinement of retinal 

projections into orderly retinotopic maps.  For example, anterograde studies 

using focal dye injection into the retina after intraocular tetrodoxin (TTX) 
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treatment reveals an incomplete retraction of overshooting retinal ganglion cell 

(RGC) axons in the superior colliculus (SC) (Simon and Oʼleary, 1990).  

 Though the above experiment demonstrates that neural activity is 

necessary for retinotopic refinement, a more specific question remains: What 

features of retinal waves are critical for driving retinotopic refinement?  For 

example, stronger correlated firing between neighboring RGCs than distant 

RGCS is one candidate feature.  Addressing this hypothesis requires 

manipulating firing patterns so that correlations between neighboring RGCs are 

reduced while these RGCs maintain the same overall level of activity.  Mice that 

lack the ß2-subunit of the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor have been used as a 

model system to test this hypothesis.  ß2 -/- mice exhibit a disrupted firing pattern 

in which RGCs do not exhibit retinal waves, but rather fire bursts of action 

potentials that are equally correlated for nearby and distant RGCs (Mclaughlin et 

al., 2003).  In the SC, focal intraocular injections of fluorescent dye in ß2 -/- mice 

reveal broad and diffuse retinocollicular termination zones (Mclaughlin et al., 

2003).  This anatomical evidence of unrefined and expanded arbors leads to 

large to enlarged and irregular receptive field properties of neurons in the SC 

(Chandrasekaran et al., 2005).  

 In the dLGN of ß2 -/- mice, intraocular injections of fluorescent dyes show 

weak and diffuse retinogeniculate arbors.  Electrophysiological recordings reveal 

normal topography in the dorsal-ventral visual axis but lack a fine-scale mapping 

along the nasal-temporal visual axis (Grubb et al., 2003).  Additionally, this 

selective disruption of the nasal-temporal visual axis in the dLGN is preserved in 
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target areas in the cortex.  In ephrin-A2/A5/ and ß2 combination knockout mice, 

single-unit recordings in V1 reveal selectively enlarged receptive fields along the 

nasal-temporal visual axis only (Chang et al., 2008). Thus, supporting the 

hypothesis that the correlated firing patterns of retinal waves are needed for 

normal retinotopic refinement in the dLGN and V1, at least along the nasal-

temporal visual axis.

 Pharmacological blockade of stage II retinal waves produced similar 

results.  For example, in mice, after daily injections of epibatidine blocking stage 

II retinal waves, retinocollicular arbors in epibatidine-treated mice exhibit similar 

broad and diffuse termination zones and expanded receptive fields similar to ß2 

-/- mice ß(Chandrasekaran et al., 2005).

1.4 Role of Neural Activity in the Formation and Maintenance of Eye-

specific Layers

 As with retinotopic refinement, retinal activity is necessary for eye-specific 

segregation in the developing retina. For example, inhibiting action potentials by 

infusion of tetrodoxin (TTX) at the optic chiasm prevents retinal ganglion cell 

(RGC) axons from segregating into eye-specifc layers (Stretavan et al., 1988).  In 

addition, after daily binocular injections of epibatidine, which blocks 

acetylcholine-mediated retinal waves, contralateral and ipsilateral projecting 

axons remain intermingled (Huberman et al., 2002; Penn et al., 1998; Rossi et 

al., 2001).  The studies supporting that retinal activity is necessary for eye-

specific segregation are strong, however there are contrasting studies.  For 
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example, daily intraocular injections of TTX, which blocks retinal activity, failed to 

disrupt normal segregation of retinogeniculate inputs, however a small but 

significant number of arbors still terminated in the inappropriate layer (Cook et 

al., 1999).

 Eye-specific segregation is a competitive process.  Blocking wave activity 

in one eye reduces the territory occupied by the activity-blocked eye at the 

expense of the normally active eye.  For example, monocular injections of 

epibatidine decreases the amount of dLGN territory that axons from the inactive 

eye occupies, suggesting that the active eye is able to out-compete the inactive 

eye for territory (Penn et al., 1998).  Moreover, enhancing activity in only one eye 

increases the territory occupied by the activity-enhanced eye at the expense of 

the normally active eye.  For example, monocular injections of forskolin or cpt-

cAMP, known to increase wave frequency, increases the size of the territory 

occupied by the ipsilateral projections of the treated eye at the expense of the 

untreated contralateral projections (Stellwagen and Shatz, 2002).  However, 

binocularly increasing wave frequency fails to increase the territory occupied by 

both ipsilateral projections (Stellwagen and Shatz, 2002).  Results of these 

studies demonstrate that the more active eye typically wins more territory in the 

dLGN, suggesting that eye-specific segregation is a competitive process.

 Experiments mentioned above indicate that a competitive mechanism 

governs segregation of retinogeniculate axons, but do not address whether the 

pattern of activity induced by retinal waves is necessary for segregation.  Two 

approaches have been used to alter the endogenous activity pattern of retinal 
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waves.  One approach is to use an immunotoxin that targets a fraction of 

starburst amacrine cells (SACs).  This selective targeting reduces the correlation 

between spikes from pairs of neighboring RGCs while maintaining similar overall 

levels of activity to control retinas.  Immunotoxin-treated ferrets exhibited normal 

segregation of retinogeniculate projections similar to control animals, suggesting 

that the pattern of activity is not important for eye-specific segregation 

(Huberman et al., 2003).  Another approach is to use ß2 -/- mice.  ß2 -/- mice 

exhibit disrupted retinal firing patterns, and their retinogeniculate axons do not 

segregate into eye-specific layers (Muir-Robinson et al., 2002; Rossi et al., 2001) 

(Fig. 3).  A possible explanation for these differing results is that some feature of 

patterned activity remained intact in immunotoxin-treated ferrets.  For example, in 

immunotoxin treated ferrets, nearest neighbor correlations significantly 

decreased as early as p3, yet retinal waves assayed by calcium imaging 

persisted until p5 (Huberman et al., 2003), demonstrating that some feature of 

correlation remained intact.

 Under certain conditions, axons do not form a continuous layer but instead 

segregate into smaller, interspersed patches, suggesting that layer formation and 

eye-specific segregation are separable processes.  For example, in qß2 -/- mice, 

which lack retinal waves during the first postnatal week but exhibit retinal waves 

during the second, fail to form eye-specific layers at any point in development 

(Muir-Robinson et al., 2002).  The return of retinal waves in the second postnatal 

week segregates retinogeniculate axons into local eye-specific regions with 

ipsilaterally and contralaterally projecting axons occupying distinct space.  
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Pharmacological blockades of retinal activity yield the same result.  Ferrets 

treated with daily binocular epibatidine injections during the first postnatal week 

fail to form eye-specific layers, however, after treatment is completed, the return 

of retinal waves drive retinogeniculate axons into locally segregated patches 

(Muir-robinson et al., 2002; Huberman et al., 2002).  These results suggest that 

while spatial organization of afferents are altered, correlated retinal activity can 

still drive local segregation of mixed retinal projections.

1.5 Interactions Between Activity and Guidance Molecules in Refinement of 

Retinal Projections

 In the past, many investigators have debated whether activity or guidance 

molecules are primarily responsible for establishing retinotopic maps.  Now, 

investigators acknowledge that both activity and guidance molecules may be 

responsible for the formation of mature retinotopic maps, and focus their studies 

on determining their relative contributions to map formation.  Two general 

hypothesis have emerged: (1) activity and guidance molecules are responsible 

for distinct aspects of retinal axon refinement and (2) activity contributes to retinal 

axon refinement by regulating the expression levels of guidance molecules.

 Retinocollicular studies support the hypothesis that activity and guidance 

molecules perform distinct functions in forming mature retinotopic maps.  In the 

mouse retinocollicular system, the lack of certain guidance molecules results in 

defects of coarse afferent targeting, while disrupted correlated retinal activity 

results in defects of fine-scale refinement.  For example, In mice that lack ephrin-
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a2 and -a5, retinocollicular afferents correctly refine into dense termination zones 

in incorrect retinotopic locations in the SC (Feldheim et al., 2000).  This result 

suggests that although coarse targeting was altered, fine-scale refinement was 

preserved, perhaps because of the presence of normal retinal activity.  

Furthermore, in ß2 -/- mice that exhibit disrupted correlated retinal activity, coarse 

targeting of retinocollicular axons was unaltered, but those axons remained wide 

and diffuse, failing to refine into dense termination zones (McLaughlin et al., 

2003).

 Additional evidence supporting that activity and guidance molecules act in 

parallel to establish mature retinotopic maps are found in retinogeniculate 

refinement studies.  For example, in ferrets, after pharmacological blockade of 

correlated retinal activity during the first postnatal week, ipsilaterally projecting 

retinogeniculate axons maintained correct topographically, but the projections 

occupied a larger area of the dLGN than in control animals and failed to 

segregate from contralateral projections. (Huberman et al., 2002; penn et al., 

1998)  Similarly, in ß2 -/- mice that exhibit uncorrelated retinal activity, ipsilaterally 

projecting retinogeniculate axons are targeted to approximately correct location 

in the dLGN, even though the projections are larger and more diffuse and fail to 

segregate from contralateral projections (Muir-Robinson et al., 2002; Rossi et al., 

2001).  Additionally, manipulating ephrin levels affects coarse topography of 

retinogeniculate axons, but these axons still segregate into distinct layers.  In 

these ephrin triple knockout mice, intraocular injections of epibatidine, which 

block correlated retinal activity, blocks eye-specific segregation.  Taken together, 
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these results indicate that the location of the ipsilateral layer is governed by 

guidance molecules while the segregation of retinal projections is controlled by 

retinal activity.

 The alternative hypothesis for the roles of activity and guidance molecules 

in the formation of sensory maps is that activity regulates the expression of 

guidance molecules.  Evidence for this hypothesis is found in studies of the 

immature chick spinal cord (Hanson and Landmesser, 2004).  During 

development, the spinal cord exhibits rhythmic bursts of activity (for review, see 

OʼDonovan 1999), similar to the spontaneous activity observed in the retina.  

Significantly disrupting the frequency of these bursts blocks normal expression of 

EphA4 and the extracellular matrix protein NCAM, causing pathfinding errors as 

motor neurons attempt to innervate their target muscles (Hanson and 

Landmesser, 2004).

 The results above suggests patterned activity regulates the transcription of 

certain guidance molecules, however, there is little supporting evidence in the 

visual system.  If patterned activity regulates the transcription of guidance 

molecules within the visual system, then it is expected that the phenotypes of 

mice exhibiting disrupted correlated retinal activity and of mice lacking guidance 

molecules may be similar.  However, defects in map formation in mice exhibiting 

disrupted retinal activity are not similar to defects observed in mice lacking 

guidance molecules.  In mice lacking ephrin-a2 and -a5, retinocollicular axons 

still form dense termination zones within the SC (Feldheim et al., 2000, 2004; 

Frisen et al., 1998), while the retinocollicular axons in mice with disrupted retinal 
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activity form wide and diffuse arbors within the SC (Chandrasekaran et al., 2005; 

McLaughlin et al., 2003).  In ephrin-a2/a3/a5 triple knockout mice, ipsilaterally 

projecting axons mistarget to topographically incorrect positions in the dLGN, but 

they still segregate from contralaterally projecting axons (Pfeiffenberger et al., 

2005).  In contrast, the ipsilaterally projecting axons of mice that exhibit disrupted 

correlated retinal activity correctly target to the dorsal-medial portion of the 

dLGN, however, these axons fail to segregate from the contralaterally projecting 

axons (Muir-Robinson et al., 2002; Rossi et al., 2001).  Because mice with 

defects in retinal activity and mice lacking guidance molecules exhibit contrasting 

phenotypes, it is unlikely that activity dictates retinotopic map formation by 

regulating transcription levels of guidance molecules.

1.6 Different Methods for Studying Development of Retina Projections

 Various methods have been developed to describe anatomical 

characteristics in the developing nervous system.  Conventional histological 

methods - golgi, nissel, and various silver stains - are inadequate when studying 

the development of single axonal connections.  With the discovery of axoplasmic 

transport, the ability of axons to transport molecules both anterogradely and 

retrogradely, many new axonal tracing methods were developed (Grafstein, 

1967).  Here, I will review four prominent axonal tracing methods by highlighting 

their use in studies of retinal projection development as well as the advantages 

and limitations of each method.
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 One of the first methods used to study the development of retinal 

projections is injections of an enzyme, horseradish peroxidase (HRP).  HRP is 

taken up by neurons and transported throughout the neuron, fully labeling the 

soma and the axon terminals, and must be visualized by a histochemical reaction 

(Kristensson and Olsson 1971).  One disadvantage of HRP injections is that it 

suffers from the fibers of passage problem: HRP can be picked up and 

transported by damaged axons yielding spurious positive results.  Despite this 

fibers of passage problem, HRP injections was the method of choice for 

connection tracing in the nervous system because of its limited technical 

demands (reviewed in Jones, 2007).  In a landmark study, Godement et al., 1984 

used HRP injections to visualize the development of eye-specific layers in the 

dLGN in mice (Fig. 2).

 A second method used to study the development of retinal projections is 

injections of a lipophylic fluorecent carbocyanine dye, 1,1′-dioctadecyl-3,3,3′,3′-

tetramethylinodocarbocyanine (DiI).  DiI is taken up by neurons and passively 

transported in neuronal membranes both anterogradely and retrogradely to label 

cell bodies and their processes (Honig and Hume, 1986).  DiI injections was first 

used in the goldfish retino-tectal system to visualize regenerating retinal axons 

correctly reinnevating the tectum following an optic nerve crush (Bernhardt, 

1989).  Though this study used DiI in vivo, one major advantage of DiI is its 

ability to label neurons in post-fixed tissues (Godement et al., 1987).  A 

disadvantage of DiI methods is that the fluorescence in the tissue often 

photobleaches under microscopic illumination (Von Bartheid et al., 1990).
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 A third method used to study the development of retinal projections in 

injections of cholera toxin beta subunit (CTß) conjugated to a fluorescent dye.  

CTß is taken up by neurons via numerous monosialoganglioside receptors 

(Gm1) on the neuronal surface (Gonatas et al., 1983).  An advantage of CTß 

injections, since there so many Gm1 on the neuronal surface, is that CTß is 

easily uptaken by neuronal cell bodies and processes and rapidly transported to 

axon terminals (Ericson and Blomqvist, 1988).  In the visual system, CTß 

injections have been primarily used to assay the segregation of retinogeniculate 

projections into eye-specific layers (Stellwagen et al., 2002, Muir-Robinson et al., 

2002) (Fig. 3).

 Here, we explore the use of in vivo electroporation of fluorescent proteins 

to visualize the development of retinal projections.  Electroporation is the 

application of voltage pulses across cells in culture or tissue, forming small pores 

in the cell membranes, which facilitates the transfer of DNA into the cell interior.  

The magnitude and duration of the voltage pulses are selected according to cell 

size, tissue geometry and injected molecules, so that transiently induced pores 

are large enough for passage of injected molecules, but not large enough to 

induce cell death.  An advantage of in vivo electroporation is that by manipulating 

the magnitude and duration of the voltage pulses and injection amount of DNA, 

one can approximately control the number of cells transfected.  

 Recently, in vivo electroporation is used introduce genes into the 

developing retina (Matsuda and Cepko, 2004).  In the past, viral vectors have 

been used to manipulate genes, in spite of several disadvantages (Price et al., 
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1987).  First, preparing a high-titer virus stock capable of efficient gene transfer is 

time consuming.  Second, viral vector have a size limitation for insert DNA.  

Third, vectors are not readily capable of delivering more than two genes in the 

same cell.  To bypass these problems, Matsuda and Cepko et al, 2004 

developed an in vivo electroporation protocol to directly deliver plasmid DNA into 

neonatal mouse and rat retinas.  First, this method is faster and works with 

higher efficiency than viral delivery methods.  Second, various types of DNA 

constructs, including RNA interference vectors, are readily introduced without 

size limitation.  Third, more than two different DNA constructs can be introduced 

at once.

 Although in vivo electroporation is a powerful method for gene delivery, 

there are several limitations (Matsuda and Cepko 2008).  First, while retrovirus 

vectors integrate into the host genome and stably express foreign genes, DNA 

constructs introduced by in vivo electroporation are not stable, unlikely to persist 

for more than several months.  Second, transfection efficiency of differentiated 

neurons is low for unknown reasons  Finally, DNA constructs electroporated to 

the postnatal retina are efficiently expressed by late born retinal cell types - rod 

photoreceptors, bipolar, and amacrine cells - but inefficiently by early born cell 

types - cone photoreceptor, horizontal and ganglion cells.  To efficiently deliver 

genes to these early cell types, one must electroporate the embryonic retina.
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1.7 Thesis Study

 My thesis is to study the morphological changes in retinogeniculate axons 

in mice across development and in knockout mice that lack normal eye-specific 

refinement.  Past studies of retinogeniculate projections used bulk injections of 

horseradish peroxidase and cholera toxin to label large populations of retinal 

ganglion cells and their arbors in the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN) of 

the thalamus.  To gain further insight into the mechanisms that govern map 

formation and that underlie eye-specific layer formation, it is critical to determine 

these effects of various manipulations on the morphology of individual retinal 

ganglion cell axons.  I have developed an in vivo electroporation protocol that 

allows me to transfect single retinal ganglion cells and thus visualize individual 

axons in the dLGN.
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Fig. 1: Schematic of Retinocollicular and Retinogeniculate Projections in the Mouse.
(Top) Retinotopic retinocollicular projections. RGCs in the dorsal retina project to the 
lateral SC. RGCs in ventral retina project to medial SC. RGCs in nasal retina project to 
posterior SC. RGCs in the temporal retina project to anterior SC. (Bottom) Eye-specific 
retinogeniculate projections. RGCs in nasal retina project ipsilaterally to dorsal dLGN. 
RGCs in temporal retina project contralaterally to ventral dLGN. Retinogeniculate 
projections are also topographically organized. RGCs in ventral retina projectto the 
medial dLGN, while RGCs in dorsal retina project to lateral dLGN. RGCsin nasal retina 
project to dorsal dLGN, while RGCs is temporal retina project to ventral dLGN. A: anterior; 
P: posterior; M: medial; L:lateral; D: dorsal; V: ventral; SC: superior colliculus; and 
dLGN: dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus of the thalamus.

          Torborg and Feller, 2005
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Fig. 2: Schematic of Development of Eye-specific Layers.
Drawings of coronal sections through the dLGN of intraocular horseradish 
peroxidase injected mice at P1 (A, B), P8 (C, D) and adults (E, F). The rostral 
tip of the dLGN is downwards, and its lateral edge to the left.  Scale bar, 
100 microns.

         Godement et al., 1984
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Fig. 3: Retinogeniculate Projections are Not Organized into Eye-specific Layers in Beta 2-/- 
Mice. 
A pseudocolor representation of retinogeniculate projections in wild-type and beta 2-/- mice is 
shown. Projections from the ipsilateral projecting eye were labeled with FITC-conjugated 
choleratoxin (green), whereas the projections from the contralateral eye were labeled with a 
TRITC-conjugated choleratoxin (red). White corresponds to pixels for which there is overlap 
between ipsilateral and contralateral axons. At all ages, wild-type mice (two left columns) show 
clear segregation of ipsilateral and contralateral axons. Beta 2-/- mice (two right columns) have 
a diffuse ipsilateral projection and no clear patch in the contralateral projection, indicating a lack 
of complete segregation. Boxed regions are shown at higher magnification to emphasize 
complex segregation patterns. Scale bar, 100 µm. 

          Muir-Robinson et al., 2002
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Chapter 2: In vivo Single-cell Electroporation of Fluorescent Proteins in the 
Postnatal Mouse Retina

2.1 Introduction

 The targeting and refinement of retinal projections to their primary targets 

in the brain has served as a model system to study how activity participates in 

the wiring of circuits.  In lower vertebrates, such as frogs and fish, several in vivo 

electroporation protocols have been developed to study the morphology of single 

retinal projections, which has led to critical insights into the mechanisms that 

govern the development of retinal projections (Hua et al., 2006; Haas et al., 

2006).  However, in mammalian systems, these protocols are limited to in vitro or 

in situ studies ( Yang et al., 2004; Umeda et al., 2005; Bestman 2006).  To gain 

further insights into the mechanisms that govern map formation and underlie eye-

specific maturation in mammals, it is critical to visualize the development of 

individual retinal ganglion cell axons.

 Over the past several decades, methods for the tracing of connections in 

the nervous system have shown a progressive advance in specificity and 

sensitivity.  These methods have been founded on the biological phenomenon of 

axoplasmic transport: the ability of molecules to be transported anterogradely 

from neuronal soma to the terminals of its axon, and retrogradely from the 

terminals to the soma.

 The first method developed with the understanding of axoplasmic 

transport was the autoradiographic method (Grafstein, 1967).  Injected into
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selective sites, radioactive amino acids are taken up by the soma and converted 

into polypeptides.  Next, these polypeptides are transported down the axons and 

then revealed by autoradiography (Grafstein, 1967).  One advantage of 

autoradiography is its rapid transport rate of 1,000 mm/day (Cowand et al., 

1972).  The disadvantages of this method include exposure to hazardous 

radioisotopes and frequent artifact-ridden methods of autoradiography.

 A second method developed to study axonal connections in the nervous 

system was the injection of an enzyme, horseradish peroxidase (HRP).  HRP is 

taken up by neurons and transported throughout the neuron, fully labeling the 

soma and the axon terminals, and must be visualized by a histochemical reaction 

(Kristensson and Olsson 1971).  Advantages of HRP injections include limited 

technical demands and higher resolution labeling than the autoradiography 

method.  However, the HRP method suffers from a slow transport rate of 9.2 mm/

day (Margolis and LaVail, 1981), and while itʼs resolution is relatively higher than 

the autoradiography method, it is often difficult to distinguish axons of passage 

from terminal fields.  (Wu et al., 1999).

 This resolution problem from HRP injections was solved with the advent of 

a third method to study developing axonal connections: injections of cholera toxin 

beta subunit (CTß) conjugated to a fluorescent dye.  CTß is taken up by neurons 

via numerous monosialoganglioside (Gm1) receptors on the neuronal surface 

and transported throughout the neuron clearly labeling nerve processes and 

terminals (Gonatas et al., 1983).  An advantage of CTß injections, because of 

these numerous Gm1 receptors, is that CTß is efficiently taken up by neuronal 
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cell bodies and processes and rapidly transported at a rate of 102 mm/day, 

yielding high resolution labeling (Wu et al., 1999).  A second advantage of CTß 

injections, because CTß can be conjugated to different fluorescent dyes, is that 

one can study the development of multiple interacting pathways in a single 

animal.

 In the study of retinal projections, HRP and CTß injections have been 

used in the past to bulk label a population retinal ganglion cells (RGCs).  In a 

landmark study, Godement et al., 1984 used monocular HRP injections to 

visualize the development of eye-specific layers in the dorsal lateral geniculate 

nucleus (dLGN) in mice.  Injections of CTß conjugated to different fluorescent 

dyes have been primarily used to assay the segregation of retinogeniculate 

projections into eye-specific layers (Stellwagen, et al., 2002).

 Recently, in vivo electroporation has become an attractive method for 

providing precise temporal and spatial control of gene or dye delivery, and is 

capable of labeling single-cells (Haas et al., 2001, Bestman et al., 2006).  

Electroporation is the application of voltage pulses across cells in culture or 

tissue, forming small pores in the cell membranes, which facilitates the transfer of 

charged molecules - typically DNA - into the cell interior.  Though a single-cell in 

vivo electroporation method has been shown in the Xenopus retinotectal system 

(Haas et al., 2001, Bestman et al., 2006), it has yet to be demonstrated in mouse 

visual system.  In mice, one difficulty is targeting retinal ganglion cells in the 

postnatal retina.  DNA constructs electroporated to the postnatal retina are 

efficiently expressed by late born retinal cell types - rod photoreceptors, bipolar, 
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and amacrine cells - but inefficiently by early born cell types - cone 

photoreceptor, horizontal and ganglion cells (Matsuda and Cepko 2008).  To 

efficiently deliver genes to these early cell types, one must electroporate the 

embryonic retina.  Although retinal injection into an embryonic mouse retina is 

technically possible, it is more difficult than injection into the postnatal retina 

(Turner et al., 1990)

  To study the development of single retinal ganglion cell projections, I have 

developed an in vivo electroporation method with two critical advantages over 

previous neuron tracing methods: (1) I targeted retinal ganglion cells for 

transfection in the postnatal mouse retina, and (2) I transfected single retinal 

ganglion cells, fully labeling its cell body, dendrites, and axon in dLGN. 

 Utilizing this method on ß2 -/- mice, which lack stage II retinal waves, and 

on wild-type mice, preliminary results suggest that patterned retinal activity is 

required for normal refinement of single retinogeniculate projections into dense 

and compact termination zones. 

2.2 Materials and Methods

Animals

 All animal procedures were approved by the Office of Laboratory Animal 

Care at the University of California, Berkeley.  C57BL/6 and ß2 mice were bred 

and maintained in our in-house colony.  ß2 -/- mice lack the ß2 subunit of the 

nicotinic acetylcholine receptor.   
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Surgeries

 Mice aged postnatal day 4 or younger were anesthetized by hypothermia, 

whereas mice aged postnatal day 5 or older were anesthetized with a drug 

cocktail of ketamine, xylazine, and acepromazine maleate in 0.9% saline.  A 

small incision was made along the eyelid ridge with surgical scissors to expose 

the eye.  After bulk anterograde labeling or in vivo electroporation, mice were 

placed on an isothermal pad untill normal motor function returned, and then 

placed back in their cages.

Bulk Anterograde Labeling

 To bulk label retinogeniculate axons, Alexa-555 conjugated to cholera 

toxin subunit beta (C-34776; Invitrogen) was injected into left eyes and Alexa-488 

conjugated to cholera toxin subunit beta (C-34775: Invitrogen) was injected into 

right eyes.  Both tracers were diluted to 1 mg/ml in 0.9% saline.  One to two 

microliters of tracer were injected into eyes with a PV820 pneumatic picopump 

(World Precision Instruments).  

In vivo electroporation

 To visualize single-retinogeniculate axons, we used a nanoject II 

(Drummond Scientific Company) to inject 4.9 nanoliters of plasmid DNA encoding 

green fluorescent protein driven by a CAG promoter into the temporal-ventral eye 

region.  After DNA injection, tweezer-type electrodes were softly placed 

straddling the eye of the pup and five, 25 mV pulses of 50-ms duration with 1 
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second intervals were applied using a S88 dual output square pulse stimulator 

(Grass Technologies).  DNA was transfected into right eyes only.

Tissue Preparation

 Mice were euthanized 2-12 days after injections by isoflurane overdose 

and decapitation.  Retinas were dissected out and fixed with 4% 

paraformaldehyde in 0.01M PBS for 10 minutes and rinsed in 0.01M PBS for 10 

minutes.  Brains were removed and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.01M 

PBS overnight, then cyro-protected by sinking in 30% sucrose in 0.01M PBS for 

24 hours.  100 micron coronal brain sections were cut with a freezing sliding 

microtome (American Optical Company).

Immunofluorescence 

 If signal amplification was needed after in vivo electroporation, whole 

mount retinas and brain sections were washed in 0.01M PBS, blocked for non-

specific binding in blocking solution of 2% normal donkey serum, 2% bovine 

serum albumin, and 0.3% Triton-X in 0.01M PBS for 2 hours at room 

temperature, then incubated with polyclonal rabbit anti-green fluorescent protein 

antibody (1:500; A-11122; Invitrogen) in blocking solution for 18 hours at 4℃.  

Next, tissue was washed in 0.01M PBS, then incubated with goat anti-rabbit 

conjugated to Alexa 488 antibody (1:500; A-11008; Invitrogen) for 1 hour at room 

temperature.  After a final 0.01M PBS wash, tissue was mounted in Vectashield 

with DAPI (Vector Laboratories, Inc.).
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Image acquisition and analysis

 Fluorescence images for Alexa-488 and Alexa-555 bulk labeled sections 

of the LGN were acquired using a CCD camera (Magnafire) attached to a Zeiss 

Axioscope-2 with a 10X objective (NA=0.45).  The Alexa-488 and Alexa-555 

images were digitized independently using the following filter sets:  Alexa-488 

Exciter HQ480/40, Dichroic Q505/lp, Emission HQ535/50; Alexa-594 Exciter 

HQ545/30, Dichroic  Q570lp, Emission HQ620/60.  All filters were from Chroma 

Technology.  Segregation analysis was performed as described in Torborg et al, 

2004. 

 Single retinogeniculate axon images were acquired using a confocal 

microscope and imaging system (Olympus Fluoview 300) with a 15 mW Kr/Ar ion 

laser and an Olympus microscope with a 25x multimmersion objective (Zeiss 

Plan-Neofluar, NA=0.80).  The emission filters were 540/30nm and 580/32 nm.  

Sections were acquired every 0.5 microns. 

 Three-dimensional reconstructions of single retinogeniculate arbors were 

performed with Neurolucida (MBF Biosciences).  The thickness of single 

retinogeniculate arbor varied with age, ranging from 100 microns at P4, to 200 

microns at P8, to 400 microns at P14.  Because confocal microscopy is limited to  

imaging a maximum depth of 100 microns, single retinogeniculate arbors larger 

than 100 microns were imaged by acquiring several consecutive 100 microns 

confocal stacks.  P8 and P14 single retinogeniculate arbors were traced from 

individual 100 micron thick confocal stacks and were aligned by anatomical 
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landmarks, such as the lateral border and ventral border of the dLGN and blood 

vessels, to fully reconstruct a single retinogeniculate arbor.  

2.3 Results

 To label neurons strongly and completely, I injected a plasmid encoding a 

chicken ß-actin (CAG) promoter driving a fusion protein of green fluorescent 

protein (GFP) and growth associated protein 43 (GAP43).  GAP43, an important 

cell membrane glycoprotein in axon pathfinding (Stretavan et al., 1998), trafficks 

GFP to cell membranes in transfected cells.  After 24 hours, this trafficking of 

GFP yielded strong and complete labeling of retinal ganglion cell bodies and 

processes in the retina.  After 48 hours, a majority of retinogeniculate arbors 

were labeled, however an immunostain was occasionally needed to amplify 

weakly labeled arbors.

 Targeting and transfecting individual retinal ganglion cells in the postnatal 

mouse was achieved with the use of a nanoject II (Drummond Scientific 

Company).  With a nanoject II, a plunger controlled injector mounted on a 

manipulator, I am able to inject a measured volume of DNA as well as precisely 

target the injection site.  Manipulating these technical features regulates the 

spatial expression of introduced DNA.  By injecting a relatively small volume of 

DNA (5 nl), I am able to target and transfect individual neurons in different layers 

of the postnatal mouse retina.  After 48 hours, in vivo electroporated retinas were 

fixed and imaged on a confocal microscope to reveal cell bodies, dendrites, and 

axons completely filled with GFP.  Because of these complete fills, I am able to 
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morphologically identify different cell types, including retinal ganglion cells, 

amacrine cells, and horizontal cells (Fig. 4).  By injecting a relatively larger 

volume of DNA (15nl), I am able to target and transfect a population, rather than 

individual, neurons in different layers of the postnatal mouse retina (Fig. 5).

 In addition to transfecting varying cell-types in different layers in the retina, 

this method can be used to transfect different retinal ganglion cell sub-types.  By 

targeting the retinal ganglion cell layer in the temporal-ventral crescent, I   

simultaneously transfect both a single contralaterally projecting and a single 

ipsilaterally projecting retinal ganglion cell (Fig. 6).  After a 48 hour survival 

period, the retina and brain were fixed and immunostained for GFP to confirm the 

presence of only two retinal ganglion cells and to amplify weakly labeled arbors 

in the dLGN.  Furthermore, OFF retinal ganglion cells were transfected, which 

were identified by their asymmetric dendritic field and absences of arbors in the 

dLGN (Fig. 7).  Again, the retina and brain was immunostained for GFP to 

confirm the presence of only a single retinal ganglion cell and to confirm the 

absence of arbors in the dLGN.

 While this method is capable of visualizing several individual cell-types in 

the postnatal mouse retina, it is also an effective method for studying retinotopic 

and eye-specific refinement of retinal axons.  Retinotopic refinement is the 

preservation of nearest neighbor relationships of projecting retinal ganglion cells 

to their target areas, thereby forming a map of the visual world.  Eye-specific 

refinement is the gradual segregation of initially overlapping retinal ganglion cell 

axons from both eyes into distinct minimally overlapping regions in their target 
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areas in the brain.  To visualize these processes, I in vivo electroporated GFP in 

the temporal-ventral region of the contralateral eye and bulk pressure injected 

CTß conjugated to Alexa-555 in the ipsilateral eye.  Sacrificing the mouse at P14, 

an age where retinotopy and eye-specific layers are adult-like, a cluster of four 

retinal ganglion cells from the ventral-temporal region of the eye can be seen 

correctly mapping to the dorsal portion of the contralateral dorsal lateral 

geniculate of the thalamus (dLGN) (Fig. 8A, B, C, D).  Additionally, these four 

neighboring retinal ganglion cells terminated their axons in the same location 

within the dorsal portion of the dLGN, therefore preserving spatial information 

from the visual world (Fig. 8D).  Furthermore, these termination zones innervated 

the dLGN adjacent to and do not overlap with the ipsilateral layer filled by CTß 

conjugated to Alexa-555, thereby demonstrating proper eye-specific segregation 

of retinal projections by P14 in the dLGN  (Fig. 8E, F).

 To gain further insights into the mechanisms that govern retinotopic 

formation and eye-specific refinement, this in vivo single-cell electroporation 

method can be used to label retinal ganglion cell projections in the dLGN after 

allowing a 48-hour survival period.  To visualize the development of single retinal 

ganglion cell axons, I targeted and electroporated individual retinal ganglion cells 

at three developmental time points.  I injected mice at P2, P6, and P12, and 

allowed for a 48-hour survival period before sacrificing the mice.  Retinas and 

brains were immunostained for GFP to confirm the presence of only a single 

retinal ganglion cell and to amplify weakly labeled arbors in the dLGN.  At P4, 

single contralaterally projecting retinal ganglion cell axons traverse the lateral 
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border of the dLGN and typically branch three arbors from different positions 

along the lateral border (Fig. 9A, D).  These arbors are simple and short.  At P8, 

single contralaterally projecting retinal ganglion cell axons have increased in 

complexity and length (Fig. 9B, E).  By P14, single axons have fully innervated 

their target area forming a dense termination zone (Fig. 9C, F).

 The morphology of a single retinogeniculate axons varies.  First,  the 

morphology of single retiongeniculate axons varies by target region.  For 

example, at P4, single retinal ganglion cell axons targeted to the the ventral 

region of the dLGN are longer and more complex than arbors targeted to the 

dorsal region of the dLGN (Fig. 10A). Second, the morphology of single 

retinogeniculate axons varies by projection laterality.  For example, at P14, single 

retinal ganglion cell axons targeted to the ipsilateral side of the brain branch off 

the optic tract and traverse through the contralateral region of the dLGN before 

branching and densely innervating the ipsilateral domain (Fig. 10B).  Finally, the 

morphology of single retinogeniculate axons varies within the same age group 

and laterality.  At P4, contralaterally projecting single retinal ganglion cell arbors 

can be as short as 50 microns or as long as 150 microns (Fig. 10C, D, E).  

 To test if patterned retinal activity is required for normal refinement of 

single retinogeniculate arbors, wild-type and ß2 -/- mice were in vivo 

electroporated to compare the morphological properties of their individual 

retinogeniculate arbors.  At P8 in wild-type mice, individual contralaterally 

projecting retinogeniculate arbors formed small and compact termination zones 

less than 100 microns in diameter (Fig. 11A, B, C).  However, at P8 in ß2 -/- 
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mice, individual contralaterally projecting retinogeniculate arbors formed large 

and diffuse termination zones (Fig. 11D, E, F).  Though ß2 -/- mice failed to refine 

retinogeniculate arbors along the x, y, and z-axes in the dLGN, the most drastic 

effect is seen along the z-axis.  By P14, in ß2 -/- mice, stage III retinal waves 

refined the termination zone of individual arbors to an area similar to wild-type 

mice (Fig. 12).  These results suggest that patterned retinal activity is needed for 

normal refinement of retinogeniculate arbors along all three axes in the dLGN, 

but plays a larger role in refining arbors along the z-axis.

2.4 Discussion

 I demonstrate that DNA can be readily introduced into individual neurons 

in the postnatal mouse retina by in vivo electroporation.  Previous in vivo 

electroporation techniques have relied on subretinal injections and high voltage 

pulses to transfect a significant fraction of neurons (Matsuda and Cepko, 2003).  

Conversely, I used injections directly into the retina and low voltage pulses to 

transfect a single neuron. 

 This in vivo electroporation technique is a powerful method to visualize 

individual neurons in the postnatal mouse retina, however there are several 

disadvantages.  First, the postnatal mouse retina is roughly 300 microns thick, 

and thus difficult to precisely target with a small volume of DNA, which yields a 

low chance of transfecting single neurons per injection.  For example, when 

targeting single retinal ganglion cells, roughly 10% of injected mice yielded 

successful transfections of a single retinal ganglion cell.  The remaining 90% of 
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injected mice yielded either transfection of small clusters of retinal neurons or 

transfection of no cells.  For examples of retinogeniculate arbors from 

transfection of small clusters of retinal ganglion cells, see Fig. 13 and 14.  

Second, because of the low chance of transfecting a single retinal ganglion cell, 

this method is labor intensive.

  In this study, I have electroporated fluorescent proteins to visualize 

individual neurons, however, this method can be used to introduce a variety of  

manipulative genes to elucidate the mechanisms governing the refinement of 

retinal projections.  For example, introducing an inward potassium rectifier 

channel (KIR) into a single retinal ganglion cell, which will silence activity within 

the transfected cell, will give insights into activity-based competition rules 

underlying the refinement of retinal projections.  Activity-based competition rules 

act by eliminating axon branches (Buffelli et al., 2003; Lichtman JW et al., 1990).  

Axon branches more active than neighboring axon branches grow to innervate 

target sites, whereas less active axon branches retract.  For example, in the 

zebrafish retinal-tectal system, suppressing activity in a single retinal ganglion 

cell with in vivo  electroporation of a KIR construct strongly inhibited both net 

growth and the formation of new axon branches (Hua et al., 2005).  However, this 

inhibition is relieved when the activity of nearby competing retinal ganglion cell 

axons is also suppressed (Hua et al., 2005).  With my in vivo single-cell 

electroporation technique, a similar experiment can be performed in mice to 

investigate the role of activity-based competition in the development or retinal 

projections.
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Fig. 4: Spatial Control of Single-cell Electroporation in the Postnatal Mouse Retina.
Confocal images of individual neurons electroporated with EGFP. Cell-types are classified
by morpology. (A) Retinal ganglion cell. Scale bar, 50 microns. (B) Starburst amacrine 
cell. Scale bar, 50 microns. (C) Horizontal cell terminal. Scale bar, 50 microns. 
(D) Wide-field amacrine cell. Scale bar, 200 microns.
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Fig. 5: Spatial Control of Bulk Electroporation in the Postnatal Mouse Retina.
Confocal images of a population of neurons electroporated with EGFP. (A) Approximately 
50 retinal ganglion cells identified by axons streaming towards optic head. Scale bar, 
200 microns. (B) Mixed cell cluster of retinal ganglion cells, horizontal cells, and amacrine 
cells. Scale bar, 200 microns. (C) Mixed cell cluster of retinal ganglion cells and wide-field 
amacrine cell. Scale bar, 400 microns.
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Fig. 6: Contralateral and Ipsilateral Projection of Two Individual Retinal Ganglion Cells at
P14.  Confocal images of individual retinal ganglion cells electroporated with EGFP and
their projections in the dLGN. (A) Low-magnification image of one horizontal cell and two 
retinal ganglion cells. Scale-bar, 200 microns. (B) Confocal image of contralateral 
projecting retinal ganglion cell arbors in the dLGN. Scale bar, 200 microns. (C) Confocal 
image of ipsilaterally projection retinal ganglion cell arbors in the dLGN. Scale bar, 
200 microns.
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Fig. 7: Retinogeniculate Projection of a single OFF Retinal Ganglion Cell at P14.
Confocal images of single OFF retinal ganglion cell electroporated with EGFP 
and its projection in the dLGN. (A) Low-magnification image of single OFF retinal 
ganglion cell streaming its axon to the optic head. Scale bar, 200 microns. 
(B) Higher-magnification image of OFF retinal ganglion cell in (A). Scale bar, 
50 microns. (C) Confocal image of electroporated OFF retinal ganglion cell 
projection in the dLGN. Scale bar, 200 microns.
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Fig. 8: Examining Retinotopy and Eye-specific Segregation with in vivo Electroporation 
in the Mouse Dorsal Lateral Geniculate Nucleus of the Thalamus (dLGN) at P14. 
Mice bulk injected with CTß conjugated to Alexa-555 into the ipsilateral eye and 
electroporated with EGFP in contralateral eye. (A) Confocal image of 4 electroporated 
retinal ganglion cells in contralateral eye. Scale bar, 200 microns. (B) Higher-magnification 
confocal image of electroporated retinal ganglion cells. Scale bar, 100 microns. 
(C) Close-up of electroporated retinal ganglion cell axons entering optic head. Scale bar, 
50 microns. (D) Confocal image of electroporated retinal ganglion cell arbors in dLGN. 
Scale bar, 200 micron. (E) Confocal image of CTß-Alexa 555 fill in dLGN. Scale bar, 
200 microns. (F) Superimposition of EGFP and CTß-Alexa 555 confocal images. Scale bar, 
200 microns.
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Fig. 9: Visualizing the Maturation of Single Retinogeniculate Axons with Single-cell 
Electroporation.
(A, B, C) Confocal  images of single retinal ganglion cell projections in the contralateral 
dLGN across development. Scale bar, 200 microns. (D, E, F) Three-dimensional 
reconstructions of single retinal ganglion cell arbors with neurolucida . DLGN outlined 
in white.
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Fig. 10: Variation in Morphology of Single Retinogeniculate Arbors.
Confocal stacks of individual retinogeniculate arbors. (A) Individual contralaterally projecting
retinogeniculate arbor innervating the ventral-lateral region of dLGN at P4. Scale bar, 
50 microns. (B) Individual ipsilaterally projecting retinogeniculate arbor innervating the 
ipsilateral domain of the dLGN at P14. Scale bar, 50 microns. (C, D, E) Three-dimensional 
reconstructions of individual contralaterally projecting retinogeniculate arbors in three 
different mice at P4. Scale bar, 100 microns.
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Fig. 11: Retinogeniculate Termination Zones are Large and Diffuse at P8 in ß2 -/- Mice.
Three-dimensional reconstructions of individual retinal ganglion cell projections in the dLGN
in wild-type and ß2 -/- mice. (A) XY projection of a single retinogeniculate arbor in a 
wild-type mouse at P8, dLGN is outlined in white. (B) XZ projection of arbor in (A). (C) YZ 
projection of arbor in (A). (D) XY projection of two individual retinogeniculate arbors in a 
ß2 -/- mouse (blue and magenta), dLGN is outlined in white. (E) XZ projection of arbor in 
(D). (F) YZ projection of arbor in (D). Scale bar for all images: 100 microns.
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Fig. 12: Termination Zone Size of Single Retinogeniculate Axon in ß2 -/- MIce is Similar to 
Wild-type Mice at P14.
Confocal images of individual retinogeniculate arbors. (A) ß2 -/- mouse, scale bar: 200
microns. (B) Wild-type mouse, scale bar: 200 microns.
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Fig. 13: Retinogeniculate Projections of Small Populations of Retinal Ganglion Cells.
Confocal stacks of retinogeniculate arbors. (A) 4 contra projecting RGC arbors at P4, 
scale bar: 100 microns. (B) 5 contra RGCs at P4, scale bar: 200 microns. (C) 10 contra RGCs 
at P4, scale bar: 100 microns. (D) 20 contra RGCs at P4, scale bar: 100 microns. (E) 4 ipsi 
RGCs at P4, scale bar: 200 microns. (F) 6 ipsi RGCs at P4, scale bar: 100 microns. (G) 4 ipsi
RGCs at P5, scale bar: 100 microns. (H) 4 contra RGCs at P8, scale bar: 200 microns.
(I) 4 contra RGCs at P8, scale bar: 100 microns.
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Fig. 14: Retinogeniculate Projections of Small Populations of Retinal Ganglion Cells.
Confocal stacks of retinogeniculate arbors. (A) 6 ipsi projecting RGCs at P8, scale bar: 100
microns. (B) Magnified image of arbors in (A), scale bar: 50 microns. (C) 20 contra RGCs at
P8, scale bar: 100 microns. (D) 5 contra RGCs at P9, scale bar: 100 microns. (E) 40 contra 
RGCs at P10, scale bar: 100 microns. (F) 10 contra RGCs at P14, scale bar: 200 microns.
(G) 10 ipsi RGCs at P14, scale bar: 200 microns.
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Chapter 3: The Role of Connexin 36 During Stage III Retinal Waves in Mice

3.1 Introduction

 Interneuronal communication via gap junctions plays a critical role in the 

development of immature circuits and have been implicated in a variety of 

processes throughout the central nervous system.  For example, in grasshopper, 

pioneer neurons form transient gap junctions with guidepost cells, demonstrating 

that gap junctions play a role in pathfinding (Bentley and Keshishian, 1982).  

Additionally, in vitro studies in the mouse hippocampus reveal that neural 

progenitor cells are highly coupled prior to neuronal differentiation, demonstrating 

that gap junctions play a role in cell differentiation (Naus and Bani-Yaghoub, 

1998).  Finally, studies in several developing regions including ventricular zone 

cells (Bittman et al., 1997), neocortex (Peinado et al., 1993), and spinal cord 

(Personius and Balice-Gordon, 2001; Saint Amant and Drapeau, 2001), indicate 

that gap junctions coordinate calcium transients and/or bursts of action potentials 

(reviewed in Elias and Kriegstein, 2008).

 In the retina, gap junction coupling has been implicated in the propagation 

of retinal waves.  For example, tracer coupling experiments reveal that retinal 

ganglion cells form gap junctions with other retinal ganglion cells as well as 

amacrine cells (Penn et al., 1994; Singer et al., 2001).  Additionally, retinal waves 

are abolished during application of gap junction blockers (Catsicas et al., 1998; 

Wong et al., 1998).
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 Gap junctions are intercellular membrane channels joining two adjacent 

cells.  In vertebrates, gap junctions are the joining of two hemichannels called 

connexons.  Connexons are hexameric proteins structures composed of protein 

subunits called connexins.

 Three types of connexins have been identified in the rodent retina: 

connexin 57, connexin 45, and connexin 36.  Connexin 36 is important in 

establishing retinal ganglion cell firing patterns during stage III retinal waves 

(Torborg et al., 2005).  In the mouse retina, connexin 36 expression was first 

detected at P2, around the beginning of stage II retinal waves, and expression 

level gradually increases, reaching adult level by P14 (Hansen et al., 2005).  

Though connexin 36 is expressed during stage II waves, it does not play a 

significant role in retinal wave dynamics and retinal ganglion cell firing patterns.  

Stage II retinal wave frequency, velocity, and initiation rate in connexin 36 -/- mice 

are similar to those in wild-type mice (Hansen et al., 2005).  However, later in 

development, during stage III retinal waves, retinal ganglion cell firing pattens are 

disrupted.  Around P10, the onset of stage III retinal waves, connexin 36 -/- 

retinas still fire correlated, propagating bursts of action potentials, but 15% of 

retinal ganglion cells fired asynchronous action potentials between bursts 

(Torborg et al., 2005).  Both correlated and asynchronous action potentials were 

significantly inhibited by bath application of an ionotropic glutamate receptor 

antagonist, indicating that the increase in activity was synaptically mediated 

(Hansen et al., 2005).  The cellular basis of this increased activity in connexin 36 

-/- mice is unknown.
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 There are two hypotheses for the cellular basis of increased activity retinal 

activity in connexin 36 -/- mice: (1) there is an increase in the number of 

glutamatergic synapses with retinal ganglion cells in connexin 36 -/- mice, and (2) 

bipolar cell terminals, which are the primary source of glutamate onto retinal 

ganglion cells, have a higher spontaneous release rate at existing synapses.  

Here, we use cell attached recordings and immunohistochemistry to test if bipolar 

cells form more glutamatergic synapses onto retinal ganglion cells in connexin 36 

-/- mice.

3.2 Material and Methods

Animals

 The University of California San Diego Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committee approved all procedures. Two mouse strains were used for this study:  

connexin 36 knockout and Thy1-YFP-2JRS transgenic mice.  In connexin 36 

knockout mice, which were a generous gift from David Paul (Harvard Medical 

School), the connexin 36 coding sequence was replaced by a Lac-Z-IRES-PLAP 

reporter cassette (Deans et al., 2001).  In these mice, the endogenous connexin 

36 promoter drives the expression of the cytoplasmic protein ß-gal.  Therefore, 

neurons that would normally express connexin 36 now express the ß-gal reporter 

throughout their cytoplasmic domain.  In Thy1-YFP-2JRS mice, yellow 

fluorescent protein is driven under the thy1 promoter expressing high levels of 

YFP in motor and sensory neurons.  In the retina, 10-30% of retinal ganglion 

cells are labeled.  Original breeder mice were obtained from the Induced Mutant 
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Resource at Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, Maine).  Subsequent generations 

of mice, for both connexin 36 and Thy1-YFP-2JRS strains, were bred and 

maintained in our in-house colony.

Retinal preparation

 Mice (P10-P13) were deeply anesthetized with halothane or isoflurane 

and decapitated.  Eyes were removed, and retinas isolated in artificial 

cerebrospinal fluid (for physiology experiments; in mM: 119.0 NaCl, 26.2 

NaHCO3, 11 glucose, 2.5 KCl, 1.0 K2HPO4, 2.5 CaCl2, 1.3 MgCl2) or PBS (for 

histology).  For physiology, retinas were then mounted RGC layer-up on filter 

paper (Millipore).  For histology, retinas were fixed in paraformaldehyde (4% in 

PBS).

Physiology

 Retinas were visualized on a Zeiss Axioskop 2 FS Plus microscope and 

were continually superfused with ACSF.  RGCs were exposed by using a glass 

recording pipette to remove the inner limiting membrane over a small region of 

the retina.  Recording pipettes (3-6 MΩ) were filled with internal containing either 

Cesium Gluconate (in mM: 75 gluconic acid, 149.9 CsOH, 10 EGTA, 20 HEPES, 

1 QX-314, 2 ATP-Mg, 0.3 GTP-Na, pH adjusted to 7.25 with CsOH) or Potassium 

Gluconate (for cell-attached recordings; in mM: in mM: 98.3 K-gluconate, 40 

HEPES, 1.7 KCl, 0.6 EGTA, 5 MgCl2, 2 Na2ATP, and 0.3 Na-GTP; pH adjusted to 

7.25 with KOH) plus 1% neurobiotin or 0.3% biocytin.  Gigaohm seals were 
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obtained and, in some cases, cell attached recordings were performed prior to 

break-in.  Whole cell voltage clamp recordings were performed upon break-in.  

For post-recording immunostaining of filled cells, retinas were fixed in 4% 

paraformaldehyde for 15 min to overnight, then rinsed for 15 min three times in 

PBS.

Immunofluorescence 

 Retinas were washed in 0.01M PBS for 30 minutes, and blocked for non-

specific binding in blocking solution of 10% normal donkey serum, 5% bovine 

serum albumin, and 1% Triton-x in 0.01M PBS for 2 hours at room temperature.  

Next, retinas were cryoprotected in 30% sucrose for one hour.  Retinas were 

then placed into a cryomold biopsy chamber (27181; Ted Pella, Inc) and lowered 

into a shallow solution of liquid nitrogen for freeze-cracking.  Two different 

immunofluorescence protocols were used depending on retina genotype.

 Immediately following freeze-cracking, connexin 36 -/- retinas were 

incubated in a primary antibody solution of guinea pig anti-VGLUT1 (1:2000; 

AB5905; Chemicon International) and goat anti-PSD-95 antibodies (1:500; 

51-6900; Invitrogen), and streptavidin conjugated to Alexa 568 (1:500; S11226; 

Invitrogen) for 18 hours at 4℃.  Next, retinas were washed in 0.01M PBS for 30 

minutes, then incubated in a secondary antibody solution of goat anti-guinea pig 

Alexa 488 (1:500; A11073; Invitrogen) and goat anti-rabbit Alexa 647 antibodies 

(1:500; A21244; Invitrogen) for 2 hours at room temperature.  After a final 30 
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minute 0.01M PBS wash, retinas were mounted with Vectashield with DAPI 

(Vector Laboratories, Inc.).

 Immediately following freeze-cracking, Thy1-YFP-2JRS transgenic retinas 

were incubated in a primary antibody solution of guinea pig anti-VGLUT1 

(1:2000; AB5905; Chemicon International), rabbit anti-PSD-95 (1:500; 51-6900; 

Invitrogen), and chicken anti-GFP (1:500; A10262; Invitrogen) for 18 hours at 

4℃.  Next, retinas were washed in 0.01M PBS for 30 minutes, then incubated in 

a secondary antibody solution of donkey anti-guinea pig cy3 (1:500; AP108C; 

Millipore), goat anti-rabbit Alexa 647, and goat anti-chicken Alexa 488  (1:500; 

A-11039; Invitrogen) for 2 hours at room temperature.  After a final 30 minute 

0.01M PBS wash, retinas were mounted with Vectashield with DAPI (Vector 

Laboratories, Inc).

Image acquisition

 Immuno reacted retinas were acquired using a confocal microscope and 

imaging system (Olympus Fluoview 300) with a 15 mW Kr/Ar ion laser and an 

Olympus microscope with a 25x multimmersion objective (Zeiss Plan-Neofluar, 

NA=0.80) and a 60x oil immersion objective (Olympus UPlanSApo, NA=1.35).  

The emission filters were 540/30nm and 580/32 nm.  Sections were acquired 

every 1.0 microns. 
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3.3 Results and Discussion

 In each connexin 36 -/- retina, cell attached recordings were used to 

identify one normally firing retinal ganglion cell and one increased firing retinal 

ganglion cell.  Next, recorded retinal ganglion cells were filled with biocytin and 

fixed for immunohistochemistry.

 A four-color immunohistochemistry reaction was used to determine the 

number of bipolar terminals forming synapses onto retinal ganglion cells.  Each 

connexin 36 -/- retina was incubated with antibodies for the biocytin filled retinal 

ganglion cells, bipolar cell terminals, and retinal ganglion cell dendritic spines.  

Biocytin filled retinal ganglion cells were visualized with streptavidin conjugated 

to a fluorescent marker.  Bipolar cell terminals were labeled with a polyclonal 

antibody specific to vesicular glutamate transporter 1 (VGLUT1). 

 Early in this study, retinas were labeled for biocytin filled retinal ganglion 

cells and VGLUT1 only (Fig. 10).  It was then determined that a post-synaptic 

marker was needed to reliably reveal the number of glutamatergic bipolar cell 

terminals forming synapses onto an individual retinal ganglion cell.  As a post-

synaptic marker, retinal ganglion cell dendritic spines were labeled with a 

polyclonal antibody specific to post-synaptic density 95 (PSD-95).  Finally, retinas 

were mounted with Vectashield containing the nuclear dye DAPI, which labeled 

all cell nuclei within the retina.

 Following the immunohistochemistry reaction, a confocal microscope was 

used to image the reacted retinas.  The number of bipolar terminals forming 

synapses onto an individual retinal ganglion was determined by manually 
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counting the number of colocalized fluorescent punta of VGLUT1, PSD-95, and 

biocytin filled retinal ganglion cell .  By comparing the number of bipolar cell 

terminals forming synapes onto the normally firing retinal ganglion cell to the 

number of bipolar cell terminals forming synapses onto the increased firing retinal 

ganglion cell, we can determine if the increased firing in select retinal ganglion 

cells in connexin 36 -/- mice is governed by an increased number of bipolar cell 

synapses.  

 Although the basic protocols and logic of experiments were established, 

this study remains incomplete because of several technical complications.  First, 

because only 15% of retinal ganglion cells in connexin 36 -/- retinas exhibit an 

increased firing pattern, it was difficult to reliably identify both a normal firing 

retinal ganglion cell and an increased firing retinal ganglion cell in a given retina.  

Second, it was difficult to discretely fill individual retinal ganglion cells with 

biocytin.  Biocytin would often spill out of retinal ganglion cell bodies and remain 

in the extracellular matrix, leading to false positive signal after immunostaining.  

To circumvent these two problems, Thy1-YFP-2JRS mice, in which 10-30% of 

retinal ganglion cells express high levels of yellow fluorescent protein, were used 

to visualize retinal ganglion cells.  However, these transgenic mice were used to 

determine the number glutamatergic synapses onto an individual retinal ganglion 

in wild-type mice only.  Crossing the Thy1-YFP-2JRS and connexin 36 mouse 

lines is needed to determine the number of glutamatergic synapses onto an 

individual retinal ganglion cell lacking connexin 36.  This breeding has not been 

successfully performed.  Furthermore, while it is possible to cross the Thy1-
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YFP-2JRS and connexin 36 mouse lines, identifying retinal ganglion cells with 

the connexion 36 knockout phenotype of increased firing patterns requires 

additional electrophysiology.  

 Third, visualizing VGLUT1 and PSD-95 with immunohistochemistry was 

difficult because of permeabilization problems.  A high concentration of Triton-X, 

a detergent used to permeablize the plasma membrane of cells, is needed to 

immunostain VGLUT1 and PSD-95 in the mouse retina.  However, a overly high 

concentration of Triton-X will solubilize antibodies used to visualize VGLUT1 and 

PSD-95.  For example, at 1% Triton-X, in a triple antibody stain for VGLUT1, 

PSD-95, and the biocytin filled RGC, reactions for VGLUT1 and PSD-95 failed, 

however the biocytin filled RGC was successfully labeled.  At 3% Triton-X, in a 

triple antibody stain for VGLUT1, PSD-95, and the biocytin filled RGC, all 

reactions failed, suggesting that at 3% Triton-X, antibodies solubilize and are 

unable to bind to their specified antigen.  To bypass this problem, prior to 

incubation of primary antibodies, retinas were freeze-cracked in liquid nitrogen to 

permeabilize the plasma membrane of cells.  This protocol of 1% Triton-X and 

freeze-cracking was used to react retinas, however is not the best optimization.  

20% of freeze-cracked retinas fractured into multiple pieces after treatment, 

leaving the retinas unsuitable for immunostaining.  Additionally, 40% of reacted 

retinas yielded incomplete labeling of the entire retina.  In these incompletely 

labeled retinas, there are regions of successful and unsuccessful labeling.

 Despite these technical complications, this study can be completed by 

optimizing its procedures.  First, to identify normal firing and increased firing 
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retinal ganglion cells in either connexin 36 -/- or Thy1-YFP-2JRS/connexin 36 -/- 

retinas, cell attached recordings and complete whole-cell fills need to be 

performed consistently.  Second, to perform reliable 4-color immunostains, a 

permeabilization strategy that minimizes the chance of fractured retinas or 

incomplete reactions needs to be established.
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Fig. 15: Spike patterns are disrupted in Cx36-/- retinas.
Spike trains recorded simultaneously with a multielectrode array (MEA) from four
representative neurons. Hexagons to the left of each spike train show the position
(filled circle) of the electrode on the multielectrode array that recorded spikes relative
to other represented units (open circles). Maximum extent of array is 480 microns.
(A) Spike trains from four RGCs in wildtype (WT) (top) and Cx36-/- (bottom) retinas at P4.  
(B) Spike trains from four RGCs in wildtype (WT) (top) and Cx36-/- (bottom) retinas at p10.

    
          Torborg et al., 2005
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Fig. 16: Individual Retinal Ganglion Cell and Bipolar Cell Terminals in a Connexin 36 -/- Retina.
Confocal images of biocytin filled retinal ganglion cell after an immunoreaction for biocytin and 
VGLUT1. (A) Individual biocytin filled retinal ganglion cell stained with streptavidin conjugated
 to Alexa 568 (red). (B) Bipolar cell terminals visualized as discrete fluorescent puncta (green). 
(C) Overlay of (A) and (B). Scale bar, 50 microns. (D) Magnification of boxed area in (C).
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